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a b s t r a c t
ShuhongGao (2003) [6] has proposed an efficient algorithm to factor a bivariate polynomial
f over a field F. This algorithm is based on a simple partial differential equation and
depends on a crucial fact: the dimension of the polynomial solution space G associated
with this differential equation is equal to the number r of absolutely irreducible factors of
f . However, this holds onlywhen the characteristic of F is either zero or sufficiently large in
terms of the degree of f . In this paper we characterize a vector subspace of G for which the
dimension is r , regardless of the characteristic ofF, and the properties of Gao’s construction
hold.Moreover, we identify a second vector subspace ofG that leads to an analogous theory
for the rational factorization of f .
© 2010 Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
This paper addresses the factorization of bivariate polynomials with coefficients in a field F. The aim is to write a
polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] as a product f = f1 · · · fr of irreducible factors. If the factors are irreducible as polynomials in F[x, y],
this is called a factorization of f into rationally irreducible factors, while, if irreducibility over F[x, y] is required, where F
denotes the algebraic closure of F, it is said to be a factorization into absolutely irreducible factors.
Polynomial factorization has experienced a tremendous success since the early seventies, when a series of significant
steps towards efficient algorithms has been undertaken. Among these achievements are the LLL lattice basis reduction
algorithmof Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász [19], which brought univariate polynomial factorization to the realm of polynomial-
time complexity, and the polynomial-time reduction from multivariate polynomial factorization to the bivariate case
devised by Kaltofen [10]. Moreover, Lenstra [18] presented an algorithm to obtain the rational factorization of multivariate
polynomials over finite fields that is polynomial in terms of their degree. Works by Berlekamp [2,3] proposed primordial
techniques for polynomial factorization, and are credited with the introduction of linear algebra tools in this area. For a
detailed exposition of classical methods and results in this area, we refer to survey articles by Kaltofen [11,12] and by von
zur Gathen and Panario [9].
In 1993, Niederreiter [20] used an ordinary differential equation to devise an algorithm for univariate polynomial
factorization over finite fields Fpn . This algorithm has an undeniable linear algebra flavor, as it splits a polynomial f
into smaller factors based on the linear space of polynomial solutions of the ordinary differential equation associated
with f . Ruppert [21] has used a similar idea to deal with bivariate polynomials. We emphasize the importance of
factorization in the bivariate case, since the multivariate case may be reduced to it via effective Hilbert irreducibility
arguments.
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Let f ∈ F[x, y] be a polynomial with bidegree (m, n), that is, with degree m with respect to the indeterminate x and n
with respect to the indeterminate y. Ruppert showed that, if f is reducible over F, then the partial differential equation
∂
∂y

g
f

= ∂
∂x

h
f

(1)
has a solution (g, h) ∈ F[x, y] satisfying two properties: (i) (g, h) ≠ (0, 0); (ii) the bidegrees of g and h are bounded
above by (m− 1, n) and (m, n− 2), respectively. In 2003, Gao [6] used the same differential equation, albeit with different
restrictions on the bidegrees of the solutions, to give a competitive algorithm for finding both the rationally irreducible and
the absolutely irreducible factors of a bivariate polynomial f . The approach in [6] was starkly influenced by Niederreiter’s
method [20], even if there are essential differences in the proofs. However, the applicability of Gao’s algorithm is restricted
to fields whose characteristic is either zero or greater than a certain bound.
More precisely, Gao has studied the polynomial solutions (g, h) of the differential equation (1) with bidegrees deg(g)
and deg(h) bounded above by (m−1, n) and (m, n−1), respectively. Henceforth, this differential equation, combined with
the degree restrictions on g and h, will be called the Gao–Ruppert problem associated with f . Observe that the differential
equation (1) may be rewritten in the form
f

∂g
∂y
− ∂h
∂x

+ h ∂ f
∂x
− g ∂ f
∂y
= 0, (2)
and, since the differentiation of polynomials is a linear operator over the fields F and F, Eq. (2) gives rise to a linear system
on the coefficients of g and h. Thus the solutions (g, h) of Gao’s problem with respect to a bivariate polynomial f define
vector spaces over each of the fields F and F.
As one considers polynomial factorization, it is natural tomake the additional assumptions that f is non-constant and that
f and ∂ f
∂x are relatively prime, since the greatest commondivisor gcd( f ,
∂ f
∂x ) can be computed easily. These assumptions imply
that f is squarefree and primitive with respect to x. Moreover, with these hypotheses, given g ∈ F[x, y], there is at most one
h ∈ F[x, y] for which the pair (g, h) satisfies the Gao–Ruppert problem associated with f . For simplicity, our attention may
therefore be focused only on the polynomial g , and we say that g satisfies the Gao–Ruppert problem associated with f if there
exists h for which the pair (g, h) has this property. We may also suppose that the coefficients of each absolutely irreducible
factor of f belong to the extension of F of smallest degree by assuming that it has at least one term with coefficient equal to
one.
Consider the sets
G = {g ∈ F[x, y]; g satisfies the Gao–Ruppert problem}, (3)
G = {g ∈ F[x, y]; g satisfies the Gao–Ruppert problem}. (4)
It is immediate from the above definition that G ⊂ G, and one can easily verify that these vector spaces are nontrivial, as
g = ∂ f
∂x satisfies the Gao–Ruppert problem with h = ∂ f∂y . Due to the degree restrictions, it is also clear that G and G are finite
dimensional vector spaces over F and F, respectively. We may now state the main structural result in [6].
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 2.3 in [6]). Let F be any field of characteristic p and let f ∈ F[x, y] with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1 and bidegree
(m, n). Suppose that f has r distinct irreducible factors f1, . . . , fr in F[x, y], and let G and G be defined as in (3) and (4). If p = 0
or p > (2m− 1)n, then
dimF(G) = dimF(G) = r,
and each g ∈ G is of the form
g =
r−
i=1
λiEi, λi ∈ F,
where the polynomials Ei are defined by
Ei = ffi
∂ fi
∂x
∈ F[x, y].
In other words, Theorem 1.1 determines the dimensions of the vector spaces G and G, and explicitly gives a basis
{E1, . . . , Er} of G. With this result, Gao devised an algorithm for bivariate polynomial factorization whose main steps are
the solution of the linear system in (2), the solution of a system of congruences, the factorization of univariate polynomials
and the calculation of greatest common divisors. This algorithm is described in detail in Section 3. Under the same restriction
on the characteristic of the field, Lecerf [14,15] used a lifting technique that is combinedwith Gao’s point of view to produce
efficient algorithms for multivariate polynomials. See also Chèze and Lecerf [5] for a detailed complexity analysis of this
method.Moreover, Lecerf [16] presented deterministic and probabilistic algorithms to compute the factorization of bivariate
polynomials over fields with arbitrary characteristic, but whose cardinality is larger than some precise lower bound.
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A generalization of the Gao–Ruppert problem to polynomials withmore than two variablesmay be found in Belhadef [1].
His work again leads to a factorization of the polynomial into absolutely irreducible factors, provided that the characteristic
of the base field satisfies a restriction that generalizes its bivariate counterpart. Shaker [24] addressed this problem for a
complex multivariate polynomial f , as he analyzed a hypersurface associated with it and related the number of factors of
f with the dimension of a group of the de Rham cohomology. A factorization of f through gcd computations has also been
achieved in this case.Moreover, Bürgisser and Scheiblechner [4] (see also [22]) generalizedGao’s approach to non-squarefree
polynomials.
In this note, we are concerned with the removal of the restriction on the characteristic of the field. For instance,
Theorem1.1 gives a test to verifywhether a bivariate polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] is absolutely irreducible: it suffices to determine
the dimension of the vector space G. Here, we establish the following extension of this result.
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a field and consider a bivariate polynomial f ∈ F[x, y]with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. The dimension dimF G of the
vector space G defined in (4) is an upper bound on the number of absolutely irreducible factors of f . In particular, if dimF G = 1,
then f is absolutely irreducible.
Moreover, we show that, even under no hypotheses on the characteristic of the field F, the solution space of (1) provides
sufficient information to factor a polynomial f ∈ F[x, y]. Indeed, in the case of finite fields, we present an effective procedure
to obtain a basis for a subspace H of the vector space G from which the factors of f may be obtained as in Gao’s algorithm.
The dimension of H is equal to the number of absolutely irreducible factors of f .
Information about the rational irreducible factors of f is also obtained. More precisely, the number of irreducible factors
in a rational factorization of a bivariate polynomial f may be characterized as follows.
Theorem 1.3. Let F be a field and let f ∈ F[x, y] be a polynomial with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. Let G′ be the vector subspace of G
generated by all polynomials g ∈ G satisfying
g2 ≡ ag ∂ f
∂x
(mod f ) for some a ∈ F. (5)
The number of rational irreducible factors of f is equal to the dimension of G′.
In particular, a bivariate polynomial f is rationally irreducible if and only if dimF G′ = 1. When F = GF(2), the field with
two elements, a basis of G′ may be obtained efficiently, since Eq. (5) determines a linear system of equations in this case.
The combination of this with the fact that Gao’s method can be extended to arbitrary characteristic leads to a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm to find the rational factorization of a bivariate polynomial over GF(2), which we describe in
Section 4.
Theorem 1.4. The factorization algorithm presented in Section 4 factors a polynomial f ∈ GF(2)[x, y]with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1 and
bidegree bounded by (m, n) using
O(d(mn)2 log2(mn)+ s4mn(m+ n)+ s3mn(m+ n) log2(mn))
field operations, where s is the number of irreducible factors of f and d is the dimension of the vector space G associated with f
in (2). This dimension d satisfies d ≤ 2mn+m+ n.
In practice, fast factorization of a bivariate polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] over finite fields can be achieved with Hensel lifting
techniques. The average time analysis of one such algorithm is provided by Gao and Lauder [7]: it is almost linear in the
input size, which is O(N2) if f has total degree N . Moreover, for fields Fwith at least 2mn+m+ n+ 1 elements, Lecerf [16]
recently proposed a deterministic algorithm whose complexity in the worst case is of the order of (mn)(ω+1)/2, ignoring
logarithmic terms, plus the complexity of factoring a univariate polynomial with degree at mostm+ n, where (m, n) is the
bidegree of f and ω ∈ (2, 3] is an appropriate constant. He also devised a probabilistic algorithm that, if F has at least 10mn
elements, is expected to achieve the above complexity with ω = 2, ignoring the cost of random subset generation.
The main contributions of our work are of a theoretical nature; we extend the theory behind Gao’s algorithm to fields of
arbitrary characteristic and we develop an analogous theory fromwhich the rational factorization of a bivariate polynomial
may be derived. This leads to an efficient factorization algorithm for polynomials over GF(2). We do not claim that it is
faster than the algorithms described in the previous paragraph; however, it is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm
for this problem, and we hope that the structural properties presented here can be used in the design of more competitive
factorization algorithms.
Our work comprises four sections. The first is devoted to characterizing the vector subspace of G based on which Gao’s
algorithm can be applied with no restriction on the characteristic. Algorithmic aspects are addressed in the following
section. In the third section, we introduce a second vector subspace of G, which yields a test of rational irreducibility a
rational factorization algorithm for polynomials over finite fields. The final section contains a proof of Theorem 1.4, namely
a complexity analysis of this algorithm in the particular case of factorization over the field GF(2).
2. Determining a suitable vector space
In this section, we look more closely at the vector spaces G and G defined in (3) and (4), so as to relate them with
bivariate polynomial factorization over fields of arbitrary characteristic. As suggested by the statement of Theorem 1.1,
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the polynomials
Ei = ffi
∂ fi
∂x
∈ F[x, y] (6)
are important in this characterization. It is not hard to see that the following properties are satisfied by these polynomials:
(a) g = Ei satisfies the Gao–Ruppert problem with h = ffi
∂ fi
∂y ;
(b) ∂ f
∂x = E1 + E2 + · · · + Er , and EiEj ≡ 0 (mod f ), for every i ≠ j;
(c) the set {E1, . . . , Er} is linearly independent over F.
In particular, the vector space H over F generated by the set {E1, . . . , Er} is an r-dimensional subspace of G. On the one
hand, this clearly implies thatH has the structural properties of Theorem1.1,which are satisfied byG for large characteristics.
On the other hand, as the definition of H depends on the knowledge of an absolute factorization of the polynomial f , it is
not clear how this would be useful in the quest for a factorization of f .
This will be addressed as follows. At first, we establish that there is a basis of H whose elements lie in F[x, y], which
naturally leads to an r-dimensional polynomial vector space H over F. We then show that H plays the same role for small
characteristics as G does in Gao’s construction, that is, the restriction on the characteristic given in Theorem 1.1 is just a
condition to ensure that H = G. Moreover, we find a characterization of H with no allusion to the factorization of f , which,
in the case of finite fields, leads to an effective way of finding a basis of H .
Theorem 2.1. There exists a basis {g1, . . . , gr} of H whose elements are in F[x, y].
Proof. We need to find a set {g1, . . . , gr} of linearly independent elements in G such that the linear space ⟨g1, . . . , gr⟩F
generated by g1, . . . , gr over F is equal to H . The strategy used here follows Gao’s proof of Theorem 2.3 [6] rather closely.
As a consequence, we give a description of the main steps of the proof here, but the reader is referred to [6] for a detailed
version.
As H = ⟨E1, . . . , Er⟩F by definition, nothing needs to be done if every Ei is already in G. Suppose that some Ei, say E1, is
not in G. Let K be the field extension of F generated by the coefficients of f1 (note that E1 is then a polynomial in K[x, y]).
If σ is an automorphism of F whose restriction to F is the identity, we have f = σ( f ) = σ( f1f2 · · · fr) =
σ( f1)σ ( f2) · · · σ( fr), so that σ( f1) is also an absolutely irreducible factor of f . Moreover, we have σ(E1) = σ

f
fi
∂ f1
∂x

=
σ( f )
σ ( f1)
σ(
∂ f1
∂x ) = fσ( f1)
∂σ ( f1)
∂x . In particular, each such automorphism induces a permutation of the pairs ( fi, Ei). Factors of f that
are related by an automorphism of F are called algebraic conjugates.
The fieldK is separable over Fwith dimension [K : F] = ℓ, where ℓ is the number of algebraic conjugates of f1. Moreover,
this algebraic extension is finitely generated, hence there is a primitive element α ∈ F such that
K = F(α) = {a0 + a1α + · · · + aℓ−1αℓ−1; a0, a1, . . . , aℓ−1 ∈ F}.
There are ℓ distinct homomorphisms σ1, . . . , σℓ of K into F coinciding with the identity when restricted to F, namely
the homomorphisms mapping f1 to its algebraic conjugates. We now use the trace operator to define
gi =
ℓ−
j=1
σj(α
iE1) =
ℓ−
j=1
σj(α)
iσj(E1), i = 1, . . . , ℓ, (7)
so that gi ∈ F[x, y] for every i. Furthermore, these polynomials are linearly independent and belong to G, hence
⟨g1, g2, . . . , gℓ⟩F = ⟨σ1(E1), σ2(E1), . . . , σℓ(E1)⟩F.
Repeating this process for elements Ei /∈ G ∪ {σ1(E1), σ2(E1), . . . , σℓ(E1)}, we obtain r polynomials g1, . . . , gr ∈ G
satisfying the required conditions. 
In particular, the set B = {g1, . . . , gr} from the previous theorem is linearly independent over F and generates an r-
dimensional linear subspace of G, which will be henceforth denoted by H . The basis B is called the canonical basis of H .
By construction, the dimension of H is the number of absolutely irreducible factors of f and any g ∈ H can be written as
g =∑ri=1 λiEi, for some λi ∈ F, 1 ≤ i ≤ r . Using Theorem 2.1, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is now straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since the vector space H defined above is a subspace of G, Theorem 2.1 tells us that r = dimF H ≤
dimF G, where r is the number of absolutely irreducible factors of f , as required. If dimF G = 1, we must have r = 1, hence
f is indeed absolutely irreducible. 
Taking into account the work of Gao, it is natural to expect that the vector space H plays the role of the space G for small
characteristics. The following two results explicit the connection between H and the factors of f , generalizing Corollaries
2.6 and 2.7 in [6]. Here, a polynomial g ∈ H is said to be nontrivial if g is not of the form λ ∂ f
∂x for some constant λ ∈ F.
Corollary 2.2. For any nontrivial g ∈ H,
f =
∏
λ∈F
gcd

f , g − λ∂ f
∂x

(8)
is a proper factorization of f over F.
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The proof of this result is identical to the proof of Corollary 2.6 in [6]. It is added here for completeness.
Proof. Let g ∈ H ⊂ H , and consider the representation of g in the form g =∑ri=1 λiEi, where r is the number of absolutely
irreducible factors of f and the polynomials Ei are defined in (6) with respect to the absolute factorization f = f1 · · · fr . On
the one hand, because g is nontrivial and ∂ f
∂x =
∑r
i=1 Ei, we must have λi ≠ λj for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r . On the other hand,
note that a factor fℓ of f divides g − λ ∂ f∂x if and only if λ = λℓ. In particular, the polynomials fi and fj lie in distinct terms in
the factorization of the statement of this result. 
We say that two irreducible factors fi and fj of f are split by g if they lie in different factors in the factorization given in
(8). A set {g1, . . . , gℓ} ⊂ H is a splitting set for f if every pair of distinct irreducible factors of f is split by some gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ.
It is clear that a complete factorization of f may be obtained through (8) from each of its splitting sets.
Corollary 2.3. Every basis of H is a splitting set of f .
Aswith the previous result, the proof of this result is quite similar to the proof of its analogue in [6], namely Corollary 2.7.
However, since the same idea is used in a slightly different context to demonstrate Corollary 4.3, it is omitted for themoment.
Comments may be found in Remark 4.4.
Now, one of the crucial ingredients in thework of Gao is that the linear spaceGmaybe computedwith no prior knowledge
of the factors of f , namely as the solution of the linear system given by (2). Here, the relevance of the space H depends on
our ability of determining it independently of the factorization of f . The following definition is important in addressing this
matter.
Definition 2.4. Given a positive integer s and a bivariate polynomial f ∈ F[x, y], a set of polynomials {g1, . . . , gs} is said to
be a solution to the s-dimensional test associated with f if, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, there exists a matrix A[k] = (a[k]ij ) ∈ Fs×s
such that
gkgi ≡
s−
j=1
a[k]ij gj
∂ f
∂x
(mod f ), for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}.
The next two results explicit the connection between s-dimensional tests and the vector space H . First we show that any
subset of G satisfying a dimensional test must be in H . This will then lead to the fact that a basis of H may be found through
a series of dimensional tests.
Theorem 2.5. Let f ∈ F[x, y] with bidegree deg f = (m, n) satisfy gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. Let s be a positive integer and consider a
subset S = {g1, . . . , gs}, all of whose elements are distinct and nonzero, of the vector space G defined in (4). If S is a solution to
the s-dimensional test associated with f , then g1, . . . , gs ∈ H.
Proof. Let k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} and consider the matrix A[k] = (a[k]ij ) given by the s-dimensional test. By definition, gkg1gkg2.
gkgs
 ≡ A[k]

g1
∂ f
∂x
g2
∂ f
∂x
.
gs
∂ f
∂x
 (mod f ), so that

gkIs×s − ∂ f∂xA[k]
 g1g2.
gs
 ≡ 0 (mod f ).
Let f = fˆ1 · · · fˆt = f1 · · · fr be factorizations of f into rationally and absolutely irreducible factors, respectively. It is clear that
gkIs×s − ∂ f
∂x
A[k]
 g1g2.
gs
 ≡ 0 (mod fˆj),
for j = 1, 2, . . . , t . As (fˆj) is a prime ideal of F[x, y], the quotient ring F[x, y]/(fˆj) is an integral domain. As a consequence,
the vector [g1, . . . , gs] is the null vector modulo fˆj or the matrix (gkIs×s − ∂ f∂xA[k]) is singular over F[x, y]/(fˆj).
Let Λ1 = { j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}; [g1, . . . , gs] = [0, . . . , 0] (mod fˆj)} and Λ2 = {1, 2, . . . , t}\Λ1. The vector [g1, . . . , gs] is
null if and only if fˆj divides all of its entries. We also know that degx(gi) < degx( f ), which implies that Λ2 is not empty,
since, for each gi, there must be some fˆj not dividing it. We do not lose generality in assuming thatΛ1 = {1, 2, . . . , t1} and
Λ2 = {t1 + 1, . . . , t}, 0 ≤ t1 < t .
For every j inΛ2, the matrix (gkIs×s − ∂ f∂xA[k]) is singular modulo fˆj, so that
det

gkIs×s − ∂ f
∂x
A[k]

≡ 0 (mod fˆj).
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In particular, the characteristic polynomial of the matrix ∂ f
∂xA
[k], which satisfies
char

∂ f
∂x
A[k]

(z) =

∂ f
∂x
s
char(A[k])

z/
∂ f
∂x

,
vanishes for z = gk. Let α1, . . . , αs be the roots (not necessarily distinct) of char(A[k])(z) in its splitting field. From our
previous discussion, we have
gk − α1 ∂ f
∂x

· · ·

gk − αs ∂ f
∂x

=

∂ f
∂x
s
char(A[k])

gk/
∂ f
∂x

≡ 0 (mod fˆj).
Since ∂ f
∂x =
∑r
i=1 Ei, this may be rewritten as
gk − α1
r−
i=1
Ei

· · ·

gk − αs
r−
i=1
Ei

≡ 0 (mod fˆj).
In other words, fˆj divides (gk − α1∑ri=1 Ei) · · · (gk − αs∑ri=1 Ei), for every j ∈ Λ2.
Now, we consider the absolutely irreducible factors of the polynomials in Λ2. Let Λ2 be the subset of {1, . . . , r}
corresponding to these factors (recall that f = f1 · · · fr ), and choose a partition {P1, . . . , Ps} of Λ2 with the property that, if
ℓ ∈ Pj, then fℓ divides gk − αj∑si=1 Ei. Such a partition exists by the conclusion of the previous paragraph.
Consider the product
∏
i∈P1 fi. The definition of our partition certainly implies that this divides gk − α1
∑r
i=1 Ei. Also,
because each fℓ divides every Ej other than Eℓ, the product
∏
i∈P1 fi divides
∑
i/∈P1 Ei and gk = α1
∑
i∈P1 Ei + q
∏
i∈P1 fi, where
q ∈ F[x, y] satisfies degx(q) ≤ m− 1−
∑
i∈P1 degx( fi). The latter occurs because the degrees in x of the polynomials gk and
Ej are all bounded bym− 1. We proceed analogously for every other set in the partition to obtain
gk = α1
−
i∈P1
Ei + · · · + αs
−
i∈Ps
Ei + q
∏
i∈P1∪···∪Ps
fi,
for some q ∈ F[x, y]with degx(q) ≤ m− 1−
∑
i∈P1∪···∪Ps degx( fi).
Observe that the polynomial h = ∏i∈Λ1 fˆi divides gk and Ej, for every j ∈ Λ2. Using the above expression for gk, we see
that h must also divide q
∏
i∈P1∪···∪Ps fi = q
∏
i∈Λ2 fˆi. However, as the polynomials h =
∏
i∈Λ1 fˆi and
∏
i∈Λ2 fˆi are relatively
prime, this forces h to divide q. Combining this with the condition degx(h) = m −
∑
i∈Λ2 degx( fi) > degx(q), we conclude
that q = 0, so that gk ∈ H for every k in {1, . . . , s}. This establishes our result. 
We now establish another property of s-dimensional tests, whose proof is important in our characterization of H .
Theorem 2.6. Let the rational irreducible factor fˆ of f in F[x, y] be the product of s absolutely irreducible factors f1, . . . , fs
in F[x, y]. Then there exist linearly independent polynomials g1, . . . , gs in G with the property that, for each g = ∑si=1 αigi,
α1, . . . , αs in F, there is a unique matrix A = (aij) ∈ Fs×s such that
ggi ≡
s−
j=1
aijgj
∂ f
∂x
(mod f ).
Proof. Let K be the extension of F obtained by adjoining the coefficients of f1, or, equivalently, of any fi, i ∈ {2, . . . , s}. Let
α ∈ F be such that
K = F(α) = {a0 + a1α + · · · + as−1αs−1; a0, a1, . . . , as−1 ∈ F},
and consider the following polynomials, which have been defined in Theorem 2.1:
gi =
s−
j=1
σj(α
iE1) =
s−
j=1
σj(α)
iσj(E1), i = 1, . . . , s.
Here, σ1, . . . , σs are s distinct homomorphisms ofK into Fwhose restriction to F is the identity.We know from Theorem 2.1
that these polynomials are linearly independent and belong to G.
Let g =∑sj=1 αjgj with coefficients α1, . . . , αs in F. On the one hand, for i ∈ {1, . . . , s},
ggi =

s−
j=1
αj
s−
k=1
σk(α)
jσk(E1)

s−
k=1
σk(α)
iσk(E1)

=

s−
k=1
s−
j=1
(αjσk(α)
j)σk(E1)

s−
k=1
σk(α)
iσk(E1)

. (9)
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Because distinct homomorphisms σk map E1 to distinct elements Ek, the equation σk(E1)σj(E1) ≡ 0 (mod f ) holds whenever
k ≠ j. Eq. (9) may thus be rewritten as
ggi ≡
s−
k=1

s−
j=1
αjσk(α)
j+i

σk(E1)2 (mod f ). (10)
On the other hand, we have
gj
∂ f
∂x
=

s−
k=1
σk(α)
jσk(E1)

s−
k=1
Ek

≡
s−
k=1
σk(α)
jσk(E1)2 (mod f ),
as σk(E1)Eℓ ≡ 0 (mod f ) if σk(E1) ≠ Eℓ. Introducing a matrix of variables A = (aij) indexed by i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, we obtain
s−
j=1
aijgj
∂ f
∂x
≡
s−
k=1

s−
j=1
aijσk(α)j

σk(E1)2 (mod f ). (11)
Combining (10) and (11), the relation ggi ≡∑sj=1 aijgj ∂ f∂x (mod f )may be expressed as∑sj=1 αjσ1(α)j+1 . ∑sj=1 αjσs(α)j+1. . .∑s
j=1 αjσ1(α)j+s .
∑s
j=1 αjσ1(α)j+s
 σ1(E1)2.
σs(E1)2

≡
a11 . a1s
. . .
as1 . ass

σ1(α) . σs(α)
. . .
σ1(α)
s . σs(α)
s
 σ1(E1)2.
σs(E1)2
 . (12)
The matrix
σ1(α) . σs(α)
. . .
σ1(α)
s . σs(α)
s

is invertible, so that a solution for A is given by the product∑sj=1 αjσ1(α)j+1 . ∑sj=1 αjσs(α)j+1. . .∑s
j=1 αjσ1(α)j+s .
∑s
j=1 αjσ1(α)j+s
 σ1(α) . σs(α). . .
σ1(α)
s . σs(α)
s
−1
.
This solution is unique if we show the linear independence of E2i over F[x, y]/( f ).
As a matter of fact, if a1, . . . , ar ∈ F are such that∑ri=1 aiE2i ≡ 0 (mod f ), then there is h ∈ F[x, y] with the property
that
∑r
i=1 ai(
f
fi
)2
∂ fi
∂x
2 = fh. It follows that
ak

f
fk
2
∂ fk
∂x
2
= fh−
−
i≠k
ai

f
fi
2
∂ fi
∂x
2
,
for any fixed k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. The polynomial fk divides the right-hand side of this equation, since it divides each one of its
terms. However, because gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1, we must have gcd

fk,

f
fk
2 = 1 and gcd fk, ∂ fk∂x 2 = 1. As a consequence, we
have ak

f
fk
2
∂ fk
∂x
2 = 0, from which the conclusion ak = 0 follows. This establishes the uniqueness of A.
To conclude the proof, observe that the entries of A are in F, since they are the unique solutions of a linear system in
F. 
Corollary 2.7. Let f ∈ F[x, y] be such that all its rationally irreducible factors are the product of at most s absolutely irreducible
factors. Let Bi be a maximal set of linearly independent solutions of the i-dimensional test associated with f , 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then H is
the vector space generated by
s
i=1 Bi.
Proof. First note that Theorem 2.5 guarantees that Bi ⊂ H for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, which gives us ⟨si=1 Bi⟩F ⊂ H .
To prove that equality holds, consider the canonical basis B = {g1, . . . , gr} of H constructed in Theorem 2.1. Recall that,
for each rational irreducible factor fˆ of f with absolutely irreducible factors f1, . . . , ft , the proof of Theorem 2.6 gives linearly
independent polynomials g1, . . . , gt in B that provide a solution to the t-dimensional test associated with G. As t ≤ s by
hypothesis, the set {g1, . . . , gt}must lie in the vector space generated by Bt . This implies that B ⊆ ⟨si=1 Bi⟩F, and our result
follows. 
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Algorithm 1 Basis for H
Require: A finite field F and a polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] with bidegree (m, n) such that gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. An upper bound s on
the number of absolutely irreducible factors in a single rationally irreducible factor of f . A basis B = {g1, . . . , gd} of the
vector space G defined in (4).
Ensure: A basis B′ of H .
1: B′ ← ∅
2: for k = 1, . . . , s do
3: for every k-subset {h1, . . . , hk} ⊂ G do
4: if there exists A[ℓ] = (a[ℓ]ij ) ∈ Fk×k such that hℓhi ≡
∑k
j=1 a
[ℓ]
ij hj
∂ f
∂x mod f then
5: add {h1, . . . , hk} to B′, removing elements so as to maintain B′ linearly independent
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
9: return B′
This theory leads to an effective procedure to compute a basis of H when F is a finite field. Indeed, Theorem 2.5 may be
used to establish the pertinence of a subset of G to H , while Corollary 2.7 gives a condition to ensure that H is complete.
Note that the input of Algorithm 1 includes an upper bound on the maximum number of absolutely irreducible factors
dividing an irreducible factor of f . Since we obviously do not expect to know this information in advance, we may take the
minimum between the degree of f with respect to x (since f is primitive with respect to x, each of its factors depends on x)
and the dimension of G.
Example 2.8. We use the theory developed in this section to find the number of irreducible factors of the polynomial
f (x, y) = x5y4 + x4y5 + x4y4 + x2y+ xy2 + xy+ x+ y+ 1 ∈ GF(2)[x, y],
which satisfies the condition gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. Initially, we solve the Gao–Ruppert problem associatedwith f to obtain a basis
B = {1+ y+ y2 + x3y4 + x3y5, xy4 + xy5 + x2y3 + x3y2 + x4y2, y3 + y4 + xy2 + x2y+ x3y, x3y2 + x3y3 + x4y2, xy2 + xy3 +
x2y+ x3y, y+ y2 + xy, x2y3 + x2y4 + x3y2 + x4y2, x2y+ x2y2 + x3y, 1+ y+ y2 + x4y4} of G.
Because the number of absolutely irreducible factors of f equals the dimension of H by Theorem 2.1, the next step
is to determine a basis of the vector space H using Algorithm 1. The degree of f with respect to x, which is equal to
five, is an upper bound on the number of absolutely irreducible factors in a single rationally irreducible factor of f , and
it suffices for Algorithm 1 to perform k-dimensional tests up to k = 5. The one-dimensional test yields B′ = B1 =
{1 + y + y + x4y4, y + y2 + xy}. For k = 2, we find B2 = {1 + y + y + x4y4, y + y2 + xy}, but no additional linearly
independent elements are added to B′. There are no solutions when k = 3, while we have B4 = {y + y2 + xy, xy2 + xy3 +
x2y2, x3y3 + x2y3 + x2y4, y + y2 + x3y4 + x3y5 + xy + x4y4} for dimension four. All polynomials but the first are linearly
independentwith the elements of B′ andwe add them to this set, so that it becomes B′ = {y+y2+xy, 1+y+y2+x4y4, xy2+
xy3 + x2y2, x3y3 + x2y3 + x2y4, y+ y2 + x3y4 + x3y5 + xy+ x4y4}. Finally, we verify that the solutions in the case k = 5 are
linearly dependent with the elements currently in B′. As a consequence, Algorithm 1 returns the following basis of H:
B′ = {y+ y2 + xy, 1+ y+ y2 + x4y4, xy2 + xy3 + x2y2, x3y3 + x2y3 + x2y4, y+ y2 + x3y4 + x3y5 + xy+ x4y4}.
In particular, f has five absolutely irreducible factors.
3. Algorithmic considerations
In this section, we discuss deeper algorithmic consequences of the theoretical results obtained in Section 2. We start
with a description of Gao’s algorithm, first introduced in [6]. In addition to Theorem 1.1, a fundamental ingredient in the
design of this algorithm is the following result. It generalizes Theorem 2.8 in [6], as it is stated here in terms of H and with
no restriction on the characteristic. A sketch of this proof, which is essentially the same as the one from Theorem 2.8 in [6],
is provided in the remarks following Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 3.1. If g1, . . . , gr form a basis of H over F, then, for every g ∈ H, there is a unique matrix A = (aij) ∈ Fr×r such that
ggi ≡
s−
j=1
aijgj
∂ f
∂x
(mod f ).
Furthermore, let Eg(x) = det(Ir×rx − A) be the characteristic polynomial of A. Then the number of distinct irreducible factors of
gcd( f , g − λ ∂ f
∂x ) over F[x, y] is equal to the multiplicity of λ as a root of Eg(x).
With this result, we may now describe Gao’s algorithm. It has two main steps: first a basis of G is obtained; then an
element g ∈ G is chosen with the property that the associated polynomial Eg is separable. The factorizations of f into
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absolutely and rationally irreducible factors may then be obtained by computing greatest common divisors, as we now
explain. Consider an irreducible factor φ(x) of Eg(x) over F. Let λ1, . . . , λt be its roots in F, and let
fi = gcd

f , g − λi ∂ f
∂x

.
Clearly, each fi is a factor of f with coefficients in F, which, according to Theorem 3.1, is absolutely irreducible if the
multiplicity of φ(x) as a factor of Eg(x) is one. Moreover, the polynomial h = f1 · · · ft is a factor of f with coefficients in
F, which again is irreducible over F provided that φ(x) is a simple factor of Eg(x). Further note that hmay be computed with
no prior knowledge of the roots of φ(x), since
h = gcd

f ,
t∏
i=1

g − λi ∂ f
∂x

= gcd

f ,
∂ f
∂x
γ
φ

g/
∂ f
∂x

,
where γ = deg(φ(x)). Now, to find the factors fi, it suffices to consider the field extension
L = F[x]/(φ(x))
and let λ be the congruence class of x modulo φ(x). Then λ is a root of φ(x) in L and f0 = gcd( f , g − λ ∂ f∂x ) is an absolutely
irreducible factor of f over L. This is a generic factor, in the sense that the factors f1, . . . , ft of h can be retrieved from f0 if λ
is substituted by each of the roots of φ(x) in F.
Algorithm 2 Gao’s Factorization Algorithm
Require: A field F with characteristic zero or greater than (2m − 1)n and a polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] with bidegree (m, n)
such that gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1.
Ensure: Two lists: RL, a list of rationally irreducible factors of f ; AL, a list of absolutely irreducible factors of f with no two
being algebraic conjugates over F.
1: RL ← ∅, AL ← ∅, f0 ← f
2: construct the system of linear equations derived from (2) and find a basis {g1, . . . , gr} for the space G defined in (4)
3: if r = 1 then
4: return RL = {f0} and AL = {[f0, x]}
5: else
6: select ai ∈ F, 1 ≤ i ≤ r , independently with uniform probability and set g =∑ri=1 aigi
7: compute Eg(x) as in Theorem 3.1
8: if Eg is not separable then
9: go to Line 6
10: else
11: factor Eg(x) over F
12: for each simple factor φ(x) of Eg(x) do
13: compute h1 = gcd( f0, ∂ f∂x
γ
φ(g/ ∂ f
∂x )) ∈ F[x, y], where γ = deg(φ(x))
14: f1 ← gcd( f , g − λ ∂ f∂x ) in L[y], where L = F [t]/(φ(t)) and λ is the congruence class of t , a root of φ(t) in L
15: RL ← RL ∪ {h1}, AL ← AL ∪ {[f1, φ]} and f0 ← f0/h1
16: end for
17: end if
18: return the lists RL and AL
19: end if
Gao’s algorithm is a competitive algorithm for factoring bivariate polynomials. Indeed, it has been proved in [6] that it
takes O(r(mn)2 log2(mn)+ r2 log(q)) finite field operations to factor a bivariate polynomial f of bidegree (m, n) over a finite
field with q elements, where r is the number of absolutely irreducible factors of f and q > 6mn. The probabilistic step in
Line 6 is expected to be carried out at most twice. Indeed, if the field F over which we are factoring has at leastm2 elements,
the probability that the polynomial Eg is separable is greater than 1/2, as asserted by Theorem 2.10 in [6].
In short, the correctness of Algorithm 2 rests upon the fact that we may effectively choose an element g in the vector
space G so that the polynomial Eg(x) is separable. The factorization of f may then be obtained from a factorization of Eg(x).
With the theory presented in this paper, we are able to extend this algorithm to fields with arbitrary characteristic, at
least in a theoretical point of view.Wehave proved that the vector spaceH always satisfies the desired properties, so that the
factorization may be carried out from a polynomial g ∈ H for which Eg(x) is separable, just as in Gao’s algorithm. However,
there are two algorithmic challenges. First, we have only presented an effective procedure to obtain H from G in the case
when F is a finite field. Moreover, this procedure is rather costly, since finding the set of all solutions to the dimensional
tests is exponential in the worst case.
The second difficulty arises in obtaining a polynomial g ∈ H for which Eg(x) is separable. Unlike in the case of large
fields, the random selection of an element of H does not lead to a separable polynomial with reasonably large probability.
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Such a polynomial might not even exist. For example, if we were to use this method to factor a bivariate polynomial over
GF(2) with two rational irreducible factors, each one of them composed by two absolutely irreducible factors, we would
need to find a separable polynomial Eg(x) that factors into two distinct irreducible polynomials of degree two over GF(2)[x].
However, this cannot be achieved, as the only irreducible polynomial of degree two over this field is x2 + x+ 1.
Fortunately, this problem can be circumvented. Corollary 2.3 ensures that every basis of H is a splitting set for f , in the
sense that, for every two non-conjugate absolutely irreducible factors f1 and f2 of f , the set of factorizations of f induced by
the elements of this basis, which are not factorizations into irreducible factors when the polynomials Eg are not separable,
contains at least one factorization with f1 and f2 lying in different factors. Thus, all factors can be identified through gcd
computations. We shall address this problem efficiently in Section 4 concerning the factorization into rationally irreducible
factors. A similar approach can also be used to find absolutely irreducible factors. However, one has to face the additional
difficulty that the extension fields used to obtain factors with respect to each element in the basis of H may be different,
even if the factors are the same. In particular, one has to find a common extension of these fields before proceeding with
gcd computations. Moreover, because the extensions are no longer minimal, once an absolutely irreducible factor is found,
more work is required to find its conjugates.
Example 3.2. We may now use the basis B′ = {y+ y2 + xy, 1+ y+ y2 + x4y4, xy2 + xy3 + x2y2, x3y3 + x2y3 + x2y4, y+
y2 + x3y4 + x3y5 + xy+ x4y4} of H obtained in Example 2.8 with respect to the polynomial
f (x, y) = x5y4 + x4y5 + x4y4 + x2y+ xy2 + xy+ x+ y+ 1 ∈ GF(2)[x, y]
to obtain absolute and rational factorizations of this polynomial.
When Line 6 in Gao’s algorithm is reached, one needs in principle to execute Lines 7 and 11 through 15 for every g in B′.
For instance, if g = y+ y2 + x3y4 + x3y5 + xy+ x4y4, the matrix A associated with g in Theorem 3.1 is precisely
A =

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
 .
Luckily, the characteristic polynomial is the separable polynomial x5 + x4 + x with irreducible factorization Eg(x) =
x (x4 + x3 + 1). After the computations in Lines 12 through 15, we obtain RL = {x + y + 1, x4y4 + xy + 1} and
AL = {[x+ y+ 1, x], [xy+ λ3 + λ2, x4 + x3 + 1]}, where λ is a root of the polynomial x4 + x3 + 1 in its splitting field. The
other absolutely irreducible factors of f are algebraic conjugates of xy + λ3 + λ2. By computing them, we find an absolute
factorization of f :
f (x, y) = (x+ y+ 1)(xy+ λ3 + λ2)(xy+ λ2 + λ+ 1)(xy+ λ3 + λ2 + 1)(xy+ λ2 + λ).
This also shows that an expansion of f into rationally irreducible factors is given by
f (x, y) = (x+ y+ 1)(x4y4 + xy+ 1).
We point out, however, that in general one would have to perform these computations for every g ∈ B′.
4. Rational irreducible factors
This section deals with an additional application of the theory established in Section 2. The key result relates the one-
dimensional test with the factorization of f into rationally irreducible factors and is now restated.
Theorem 1.3. Let F be a field and let f ∈ F[x, y] be a polynomial with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. Let G′ be the vector subspace of G
generated by all polynomials g ∈ G satisfying
g2 ≡ ag ∂ f
∂x
(mod f ) for some a ∈ F.
The number of rationally irreducible factors of f is equal to the dimension of G′.
In our proof, we shall use an easy technical lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let f and g ∈ F[x, y] be separable polynomials such that the product fg ∈ F[x, y] is squarefree and ∂ f
∂xg ∈ F[x, y],
with ∂ f
∂x ≠ 0. Then there exists α ∈ F such that αg ∈ F[x, y].
Proof. Let f1, f2, . . . , fr and g1, g2, . . . , gs be the irreducible factors of f and g in F[x, y], respectively. Suppose for a
contradiction that αg /∈ F[x, y], for every α ∈ F. Then there must be an irreducible factor fˆ of fg in F[x, y] whose absolute
factorization contains at least one factor fi of f and one factor gj of g .
Note that the rationally irreducible polynomial fˆ has to divide the nonzero polynomial ∂ f
∂xg , since the latter is a polynomial
in F[x, y] that is divisible by gj. However, fi divides neither ∂ f∂x , because f is separable, nor g , since fg is squarefree. Thus fi
cannot divide ∂ f
∂xg despite being a factor of fˆ , a contradiction. 
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Having established this lemma, we may now prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let g ∈ G such that g(g − a ∂ f
∂x ) ≡ 0 (mod f ) for some a ∈ F. By the proof of Theorem 2.5, since g is
the solution of a one-dimensional test, it may be written as
g = a
−
i∈Λ
Ei,
whereΛ ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , r} and Ei is defined in (6). It is not hard to see that the converse is also true, that is, every g written in
the above form satisfies the one-dimensional test.
Our first objective is to find a linearly independent subset of G′ whose size equals the number of rationally irreducible
factors of f . With this in mind, let fˆ be a rationally irreducible factor of f and assume that fˆ = f1f2 · · · fs is a factorization of
fˆ into absolutely irreducible factors. Note that
Eˆ := E1 + · · · + Es =
s−
i=1
f
fi
∂ fi
∂x
= ( fs+1 · · · fr)
s−
i=1
fˆ
fi
∂ fi
∂x
= f
fˆ
∂ fˆ
∂x
∈ F[x, y]. (13)
It follows from the above discussion that Eˆ in G′. Moreover, the linear independence of the polynomials Ei implies that the
collection of the Eˆ corresponding to all rationally irreducible factors of f is linearly independent. Hence, the dimension of G′
is at least the number of rationally irreducible factors of f .
To prove that equality holds, we take g ∈ G \ {0} satisfying g2 ≡ ag ∂ f
∂x (mod f ) for some a ∈ F. Then there are indices
in {1, 2, . . . , r}, say {1, 2, . . . , s}, such that g = a∑si=1 Ei. Consider the polynomial fˆ = f1 · · · fs ∈ F[x, y], which we shall
show to lie in F[x, y]. By (13) we have g = afs+1 · · · fr ∂ fˆ∂x . It follows that fˆ and afs+1 · · · fr are separable polynomials such that
afs+1 · · · fr fˆ = af and afs+1 · · · fr ∂ fˆ∂x = g are both in F[x, y]. Furthermore, af is squarefree and g is nonzero. Our lemma tells
us that there exists α ∈ Fwith α fˆ ∈ F[x, y]. By changing the first factor of fˆ from f1 to αf1, if necessary, wemay assume that
fˆ ∈ F[x, y]. It is clear now that g is the sum of elements associated with the rationally irreducible factors of fˆ , as in Eq. (13).
This proves the equality between the dimension of G′ and the number of rationally irreducible factors of f . 
An immediate consequence of this theorem is an irreducibility test for polynomials in F[x, y].
Corollary 4.2. A polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1 is irreducible if and only if the dimension of the vector space G′
associated with it is equal to one.
Another consequence of Theorem 1.3 is a counterpart of Corollary 2.3 for the rational factorization of a polynomial f . As
before, we say that two factors fi and fj of f are split by g if they lie in different factors in the factorization
f =
∏
λ∈F
gcd

f , g − λ∂ f
∂x

.
A rational splitting set {g1, . . . , gs} is a set of polynomials in F[x, y] such that every pair fi, fj of distinct rationally irreducible
factors of f is split by some gℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ s.
Corollary 4.3. Every basis of G′ is a rational splitting set of f .
Proof. Consider the basis B = {Eˆ1, . . . , Eˆs} of G′ described in the proof of Theorem 1.3 in terms of a rational factorization
f = fˆ1 · · · fˆs of f . We claim that B is a rational splitting set of f . Indeed, it is not hard to see from the definition that
fˆi = gcd( f , Eˆi − ∂ f∂x ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}.
Now, if B′ = {g1, . . . , gs} is an arbitrary basis of G′, then we may write gi = ∑sj=1 λijEˆj with λij ∈ F such that the s × s
matrix (λij) is invertible. Therefore, for every pair 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s, there is an index ℓ for which λℓi ≠ λℓj. It is now easy to see
that gℓ splits fˆi and fˆj, as fˆi divides gℓ − λℓi ∂ f∂x and fˆj divides gℓ − λℓj ∂ f∂x . Hence B′ is a rational splitting set of f . 
Remark 4.4. A proof of Corollary 2.3 may be obtained with the same argument if the absolutely irreducible factors of f are
considered, and if the basis {Eˆ1, . . . , Eˆs} of G′ is replaced by the basis {E1, . . . , Er} of H .
The following analogue of Theorem 3.1 suggests that our generalization of Algorithm 2 may be modified so that a
factorization of a bivariate polynomial f into (rationally) irreducible factors is found in an easier way. The role of the vector
space H is played by the space G′ spanned by the solutions to the one-dimensional test.
Theorem 4.5. Let F be a field and let f ∈ F[x, y] a polynomial with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1. Let the polynomials g1, . . . , gs form a basis
of the vector space G′ defined in the statement of Theorem 1.3. Then, for every g ∈ G′, there is a unique matrix A = (aij) ∈ Fs×s
such that
ggi ≡
s−
j=1
aijgj
∂ f
∂x
(mod f ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. (14)
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Moreover, let Eg(x) = det(Is×sx − A) be the characteristic polynomial of A, and consider one of its irreducible factors φ(x).
Then the number of distinct irreducible factors of gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x
γ
φ(g/ ∂ f
∂x )) is equal to the multiplicity of φ as a factor of Eg(x), where
γ = deg(φ).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1.3 identifies a canonical basis {Eˆ1, . . . , Eˆs} ⊂ H for G′ associated with a rational factorization
f = fˆ1 · · · fˆs of f . As a consequence, given any basis {g1, . . . , gs} of G′, there is an invertible matrix B ∈ Fs×s such that g1g2.
gs
 ≡ B

Eˆ1
Eˆ2
.
Eˆs
 .
Also, each g ∈ G′ may be expressed as g = ∑si=1 λiEˆi with λi ∈ F. It is easy to see that fˆi divides gcd( f , g − λ ∂ f∂x ) if and
only if λ = λi. In particular, the second part of the theorem follows immediately if we can show that Eg(x) =∏si=1(x− λi).
Now, we combine the definition of the polynomials Eˆi and the fact that EiEj ≡ 0 (mod f ) if i ≠ j to obtain the following two
equations:
g
 g1g2.
gs
 ≡ B

gEˆ1
gEˆ2
.
gEˆs
 ≡ B

λ1Eˆ21
λ2Eˆ22
.
λsEˆ2s
 ≡ B
 λ1 0 0 · 00 λ2 0 · 0· · · · ·
0 0 0 · λs


Eˆ21
Eˆ22
.
Eˆ2s
 (mod f ),
∂ f
∂x
 g1g2.
gs
 ≡ B

∂ f
∂x Eˆ1
∂ f
∂x Eˆ2
.
∂ f
∂x Eˆs
 ≡ B

Eˆ21
Eˆ22
.
Eˆ2s
 (mod f ).
It is easy to see that Eˆ21 , . . . , Eˆ
2
s are linearly independent modulo f , as the polynomials Eˆ1, . . . , Eˆs are sums of E1, . . . , Er , and
E21 , . . . , E
2
r are linearly independent modulo f .
As a consequence, the matrix A is uniquely determined by
A = B
 λ1 0 0 · 00 λ2 0 · 0· · · · ·
0 0 0 · λs
 B−1
and Eg(x) is indeed given by
∏s
i=1(x− λi), as required. 
Remark 4.6. A proof of Theorem 3.1may be obtainedwith the arguments in the above proof. It suffices to replace the vector
space G′ by H and to let the basis {E1, . . . , Er} of H play the role of {Eˆ1, . . . , Eˆs}.
The combination of this Theorem 4.5 with Corollary 4.3 implies that a factorization of a bivariate polynomial f ∈ F[x, y]
may be obtained by our generalization of Algorithm 2 in a simpler way, namely by using the vector space G′ instead of the
vector space H .
The above algorithm still depends on a procedure to extract the irreducible factors of f from a set of factorizations
associated with a splitting set of f , which we now present.
It is clear that every factorization of f into s non-constant factors must be a factorization into irreducible factors. We
claim that, when Li+1 is assigned the set L′ at the end of the i-th loop in the algorithm, the set L′ gives a factorization of f
such that all the factors of f that are split by the original sets L1, . . . , Li+1 are also split by L′. This leads to the correctness
of the algorithm, as the family {L1, . . . , Ls} splits all the irreducible factors of f by hypothesis. We now prove this claim. At
every step, any given irreducible factor h of f divides polynomials in both factorizations Li and Li+1, and hence divides the
gcd of these polynomials in L′. On the other hand, because the polynomial f is squarefree, the polynomial h divides exactly
one element in each of Li and Li+1, and therefore divides a single element of L′. Therefore L′ is indeed a factorization of f .
Moreover, if two factors of f are split by L′ at some loop of the algorithm, they remain split at all subsequent loops, and it is
true that all the factors of f split by the original sets L1, . . . , Li+1 are also split by L′.
Theorem 4.7. Algorithm 3 correctly computes the rational factorization
f = fˆ1 · · · fˆs,
where fˆi ∈ F[x, y] are distinct and irreducible.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from the discussion preceding Algorithm 2 combined with
Theorem 1.3, Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 4.5. 
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Algorithm 3 Rational Factorization Algorithm
Require: A polynomial f ∈ F[x, y]with bidegree (m, n), where F is a finite field, such that gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1.
Ensure: A list RL of rationally irreducible factors of f .
1: construct the system of linear equations derived from (2) and find a basis B of the space G defined in (4)
2: find a basis B′ of linear space G′ through the one-dimensional test associated with f
3: if |B′| = 1 then
4: return RL = {f }
5: else
6: for g ∈ B′ do
7: RLg ← ∅, f0 ← f
8: compute Eg(x) as in Theorem 3.1
9: factor Eg(x) over F
10: for each simple factor φ(x) of Eg(x) do
11: compute h1 = gcd( f0, ∂ f∂x
γ
φ(g/ ∂ f
∂x )) ∈ F[x, y], where γ = deg(φ(x))
12: RLg ← RLg ∪ {h1} and f0 ← f0/h1
13: end for
14: end for
15: combine the factorizations {RLg , g ∈ B′} of f into an irreducible factorization RL using Algorithm 4
16: return RL
17: end if
Algorithm 4 Find Irreducible Factorization (FIF)
Require: A polynomial f ∈ F[x, y] with s irreducible factors, and s factorizations L1, . . . , Lr of f that split all irreducible
factors of f .
Ensure: A factorization of f into (rationally) irreducible factors.
1: if ∃ i ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that |Li| = s then
2: return Li
3: else
4: for i from 1 to s− 1 do
5: if |Li| = s then
6: return |Li|
7: end if
8: L′ ← ∅
9: for g ∈ Li and h ∈ Li+1 do
10: if degx(gcd(g, h)) > 0 then
11: add gcd(g, h) to L’
12: end if
13: end for
14: Li+1 ← L′
15: end for
16: return Ls
17: end if
Note that, although this algorithm is stated only for finite fields, it may be applied for any field F such that a basis B′ of G′
can be effectively computed. Further observe that this algorithm ismore efficient when F = GF(2), the Galois field with two
elements. Indeed, in this case any nonzero solution g of the one-dimensional test associated with a polynomial f ∈ F[x, y]
such that gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1 has to satisfy
g2 ≡ g ∂ f
∂x
(mod f )
as the case a = 0 would imply g = 0. Moreover, if g1 and g2 are nonzero solutions to the one-dimensional test, then their
single nontrivial linear combination g1 + g2 satisfies
(g1 + g2)2 = g21 + g22 ≡ g1
∂ f
∂x
+ g2 ∂ f
∂x
= (g1 + g2) ∂ f
∂x
(mod f ).
In other words, the set of solutions of the one-dimensional test is itself a vector space. This leads to an efficient way of
computing the vector space G′: given a basis g1, . . . , gr of G, and given indeterminates a1, . . . , ar , we solve the system
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induced by the coefficients in
r−
i=1
aigi(x2, y2) ≡
r−
i=1
aigi(x, y)
∂ f
∂x
(mod f ). (15)
Example 4.8. In Example 2.8, we used dimensional tests to determine the vector space H associated with the polynomial
f (x, y) = x5y4 + x4y5 + x4y4 + x2y+ xy2 + xy+ x+ y+ 1.
The basis obtained there for the vector space generated by solutions of the one-dimensional test is B1 = {1 + y + y +
x4y4, y+ y2 + xy}. Theorem 1.3 establishes that f has exactly two rational irreducible factors, since B1 is a basis of G′.
For g = y+ y2 + xy, the matrix A given by Theorem 4.5 is given by
A =
[
0 1
0 1
]
.
Its separable characteristic polynomial x(x + 1) leads to the factorization f = (x + y + 1)(x4y4 + xy + 1) by computing
greatest common divisors.
5. Analyzing Algorithm 3
To conclude the paper, we discuss the time complexity of Algorithm 3 over F = GF(2), that is, the number of field
operations required by Algorithm 3 to obtain the irreducible factors of a bivariate polynomial f with bidegree (m, n) and
coefficients in GF(2). Our analysis is not done in full detail, and no special efforts are made in optimizing some of the steps
of the algorithm, as we do not claim that this algorithm surpasses the best algorithms for this problem in its current form.
The product of two bivariate polynomials f and g with bidegrees bounded by (m, n) with coefficients in GF(2) can be
computed in O(mn log2(mn)) field operations by combining Kronecker’s substitution with a fast univariate multiplication
algorithm such as Schönhage’s [23]. The complexity of finding gcd( f , g) is also O(mn(m + n) log2(mn)) if the small-prime
modular approach of von zur Gathen and Gerhard [8] is used over a suitable field extension of GF(2). For the factorization of
univariate polynomials with degree smaller than or equal to n, Berlekamp’s approach [2] (see Lecerf [17] for the separable
factorization) suffices for our purposes and has complexity O(n3). Wemay now prove Theorem 1.4, which is restated below.
Theorem 1.4. Algorithm 3 factors a polynomial f ∈ GF(2)[x, y] with gcd( f , ∂ f
∂x ) = 1 and bidegree bounded by (m, n) using
O(d(mn)2 log2(mn)+ s4mn(m+ n)+ s3mn(m+ n) log2(mn))
field operations, where s is the number of irreducible factors of f and d is the dimension of the vector space G associated with f
in (2). This dimension d satisfies d ≤ 2mn+m+ n.
Proof. Note that, due to the restrictions on the degrees of g and h, the linear system given by (2) has 2mn+m+n unknowns
and at most 4mn equations. Following Gao [6], it can be solved by the black box approach of Kaltofen and Trager [13].
This leads to a basis B of the vector space G with O(dmn)matrix-vector products, each of which can be computed by three
multiplications of polynomialswith bidegree atmost (m, n), hence usingO(mn log2(mn)) field operations. As a consequence,
the number of field operations required for Step 1 is O(d(mn)2 log2(mn)). Observe that d is equal to the rank of the linear
system, hence d ≤ min{2mn+m+ n, 4mn} = 2mn+m+ n form, n ≥ 1.
Step 2 consists of finding a basis B′ of G′ through the one-dimensional test associated with f . In the case of GF(2), this
amounts to solving the linear system associated with Eq. (15). One may first compute the remainders of g(x2, y2) and
g(x, y) ∂ f
∂x modulo f for every g ∈ B. The restrictions on the bidegrees of g and ∂ f∂x imply that the products have at most
4mn terms, and, by the fact that, for any fixed term ordering, there are less than m + n steps in the long division by f ,
we are left with a linear system over GF(2) with at most 4mn(m + n) equations and d unknowns, which can be solved in
O(d2mn(m+ n)) operations through Gaussian elimination.
If s = |B′| = 1, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, Lines 7 through 13 of the algorithm have to be performed s times.
We now analyze one such instance. To this end, we proceed as in the previous step and compute the remainders of gigj
and gi
∂ f
∂x modulo f for every gi ∈ B′. We may treat the remainders modulo f as in the previous step, so that calculating
the matrix A in (14) is equivalent to solving s linear systems with s unknowns and 4mn(m+ n) equations. One such system
requires O(s2mn(m+n)) field operations with Gaussian elimination, hence the total cost of finding A is O(s3mn(m+n)). The
computational complexity of computing the characteristic polynomial φ(x) of A is O(s3), while it also takes O(s3) operations
to factor this univariate polynomial. To conclude this step, one has to compute greatest common divisors in Line 13: there
are at most s of them, each with cost O(mn(m + n) log2(mn)). Hence, the total cost of obtaining the s factorizations of f is
O(s4mn(m+ n)+ s4 + s2mn(m+ n) log2(mn)) = O(s4mn(m+ n)+ s3mn(m+ n) log2(mn)), as s ≤ m .
Finally, we claim that, with Algorithm 4, the factorizations {RLg , g ∈ B′} may be combined into a rational irreducible
factorization of f in O(s3mn(m+ n) log2(mn)) field operations. Indeed, we start with s lists with length at most s− 1, as the
algorithm terminates if one of the lists has s elements. At every loop of the algorithm, we compare two factorizations of f ,
each with at most s− 1 factors. Hence, a new factorization is obtained with at most (s− 1)2 gcd computations, each with a
cost of O(mn(m+ n) log2(mn)). The claim follows because Algorithm 4 terminates after at most s− 1 loops.
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Combining the costs of all the steps, one deduces that the complexity of performing Algorithm 4 is O(d(mn)2 log2(mn)+
s4mnmax{m, n} + s3mn(m+ n) log2(mn)), as required. 
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